Technology Business Management
CostLucent is a solution that enables IT Cost Transparency across the entire IT
Enterprise. It provides a robust platform that helps identify the True Cost of IT, enables
the participation of the the entire IT workforce to provide accountability and real-time,
intuitive dashboards. CostLucent can be deployed on-site or in the Cloud.
Collaborative TBM
KEY BUSINESS BENEFITS
•

Identify Costs and their Drivers.

•

TBM Automation enables
sustainable tracking of IT Costs

•

Optimize IT Costs through
actionable data

•

Manage budget reductions with
self-funded cost reallocations

CostLucent enables moving from data
Excel spreadsheets to a Web-based
ensures that the entire IT Workforce
identifying costs and labeling per the
TBM Taxonomy.

embedded in
system. This
participate in
standardized

CostLucent requires zero support from database /
technical specialists to enable your financial models
for enterprise-wide sharing and collaboration.

Move TBM Out of Its Silo
Is your TBM data in spreadsheets or monolithic systems that are difficult to use. Our
graphical approach to advanced TBM concepts such as Service Types makes it easy for the
entire IT Workforce to actively participate in identify and categorizing IT Cost data so that its
accurate and relevant to how your organization conducts business.
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Start with Data You Already Own
CostLucent supports integration of
data from Budgets, Capital Planning
and Investment Control software such
as Oracle ProSight and Folio, and your
ERP systems. The result: a complete
picture of current year IT Spend and
future year costs.

Integrated Interactive Dashboards
Tightly integrated interactive dashboards update in real-time to reflect data changes. Zero
technical or analytical support needed to maintain the dashboards.
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Seamless Data Management for
Reporting and Analytics
Aggregate, analyze, clean and publish data
to remote databases for consumption by
Business
Intelligence
and
Analytics
software such as PowerBI and Tablea.
Share data with the Enterprise with real-time
dashboards.

Realize Positive ROI Within the First Year
Cortex provides substantial productivity improvements and budget efficiencies, resulting in
measurable and quantifiable positive ROI within the first year. The Total Cost of Ownership
is also lower due to little or no implementation times and ongoing technical support. Our
hassle-free annual subscription model reduces the need for upfront capital investment.

CONTACT US
To explore how CostLucent can help enable IT Cost Transparency for your entire portfolio, contact us at
sales@costlucent.com
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